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..Dear Liza a hole.

Do you remember the nursery rhyme, that ended
up going round in circles, no matter how Henry
tried to repair his bucket, deadlock was the only
outcome.

The bucket still leaks no matter what he tries.

Business Owners  seem to spend so much of their time  trying to fill their buckets, only
with far more expensive things than water. Leads!

Leads are a the lifeblood of any business; so the marketing gurus will tell you. The
mantra “you must focus on getting new clients into your business or
you will die” is the one that’s normally spouted.  Of course it's  a popular mantra -
 keep a good flow of leads coming into the business - top up the bucket!

But it’s flawed. It does create freedom from worry - the phone just keeps on ringing if
you are lucky. The problem with this one strategy is - it’s just not efficient; you end up
leaving many thousands of profit on the floor, and it's no way to grow a business long
term.

The maths of it are simple. Existing clients are more profitable, fact! You  can keep
chasing the new clients with  all of the expense incurred, or use an alternative...

Fish in your own bucket once it’s full but you must make sure the holes are plugged
first.

The benefits are obvious - the people in the bucket already know, like and trust you; are
aware of what you do and how you do it they are prepositioned to buy. Maybe not now
but with a little planning and  communication with them it is far easier to sell more stuff
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There are other benefits of having relationships with existing customers - more
referrals, higher spend and far more profitable sales are a few. The main thing is the
reduced cost, in that it’s going to be a lot less expensive to sell to someone that already
knows you. 

Based on some recent work I have been doing, sales from existing clients are being
picked up at virtually no cost, and the average sale is higher. Average sale is up from
£42 to £49 and marketing costs are reducing to less than 3% of turnover from 5%. Do
the maths in your own business.

Here are a couple of snippets that will help you grow business from your existing
customers.

Regular emails - not the ‘look at us ain't we great’  or the idiotic  emails that many
send.  You know the type  ‘Acme Limited Newsletter’ (I cringe when I hear the word
newsletter even mentioned in an email) you need to send problem solving emails,
preferably with a story and then ask them to buy something.

Paper Newsletters - sent at least monthly (get in touch for some tricks on this), again
with no ‘salesy stuff’ just, information and an offer. No one likes to read a smarmy sales
pitch from a supplier.

Telephone - put a dedicated team in place to call customers on a regular basis, not to
sell anything just to chat. Yes I know that might sound a bit intensive - but if you don’t
care for your customers who will.  You won’t ever know when your customers decide to
start using your competitor unless you do at least some of the above.

There are plenty of benefits to using just the above three things, and I can hear you all
groaning that ‘this won’t work in my business’ or ‘how can I resource this’ along with
loads of other negatives, the FACT is this this it works  -  this is  working smart and not
hard. Put some processes to work so  you can stop chasing the new business so hard and
bring some quality into play.

Cashflow will be  improved along with a corresponding  increase in profits, all by
putting in place a few systems.

Richard Smith  will show you how to plug the hole in your bucket. Get in touch today
for  no obligation chat about your options. http://www.therichardsmith.com/contact

Richard
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